Dear Mr. Walter White,

I do pray that while this reading come to you, I hope that you will understand it. Clearley, I want you to know that a brother soldier of mine lost his life here in MacDill Field, FLA. on 7-6-1943 by gas. and the man who caused his death was Second Lt. [illegible] he treated that boy very bad. Murderers like this should not be allowed in the army. The boy was in a jeep wreck 3 days before his death and should have been in the hospital, but they were too cruel to send him so they put gas in the barricades. They killed him. They did not notice his people so I wrote to the one who knew him. I have not heard from them since. The family was not notified.
Mac Bride field 7-19 on 24-1-1941

Judge and the man who caused his death, was a Second of the Navy. His name was C.P. Millenden Giff. Company A 86th Infantry Field SLR.